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Abstract
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a region of computer techniques that deals with the
design of intelligent machines that respond like humans. It has the skill to operate as
a machine and simulate various human intelligent algorithms according to the user’s
choice. It has the ability to solve problems, act like humans, and perceive information. In the current scenario, intelligent techniques minimize human effort especially in industrial fields. Human beings create machines through these intelligent
techniques and perform various processes in different fields. Artificial intelligence
deals with real-time insights where decisions are made by connecting the data to
various resources. To solve real-time problems, powerful machine learning-based
techniques such as artificial intelligence, neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic
algorithms, and particle swarm optimization have been used in recent years. This
chapter explains artificial neural network-based adaptive linear neuron networks,
back-propagation networks, and radial basis networks.
Keywords: artificial intelligence, artificial neural network, functions, weights, bias,
Adaline network, back-propagation network, radial basis network

1. Introduction
In day-to-day life, artificial intelligence (AI) has brought further advantages to
pattern features and human expert systems. Based on experience and through
learning, it continues to gain further potential in industrial growth. The primary
elements for a neural network are the neurons, which are special types of brain
cells. The neuron has the ability to retain, realize, and execute the previous existence of every action.
A neural network is an analytical model that is inspired directly by biological
neural networks. An artificial neural network (ANN) is an information processing
system and is capable of processing nonlinear relationships between inputs and
outputs. The network consists of interconnected neurons and functions to produce
an output pattern of a given input pattern [1]. The learning process of a neural
network takes place by itself, which means the network learns by examples that
make it more powerful, so there is no need to devise an algorithm to perform a
particular task. Because of the above reasons, a neural network has no internal
mechanism to perform a specific task [2].
The network consists of nodes that are connected by weights and obtains
knowledge through variations in the node weights that are being exposed as samples. Every neuron is linked to other neurons by a network link, and the network
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link is associated with the weights that contain instructions in the input signal. In
addition, each neuron has a centralized state of its own. The centralized state is the
activation level of the neuron that serves as input to the neurons. The activation
level of the neuron is imparted to the other neurons. To make the neural process
more beneficial, mainframe computers are used. Various computational tasks are
developed using ANNs at a more rapid rate than traditional systems.

2. Biological neural network
Human brains consist of neurons with a number of connections. The basic
element of a neural network is called a neuron. The biological neural network
consists of axons, dendrites, and a cell body (soma). Each cell performs relatively
simple computations, whose nature is indistinct from slow-style networks.
Dendrites are tree-like structures (dendrite trees) that accept signals from the
neighboring neurons, and each branch is connected to one neuron. The tree-like
dendrite structure is connected to the main body of the neuron called the soma (cell
body). The cell body is a cylindrical shape that sums the incoming signal. Dendrites
are connected by a synapse. A synapse is a structure that allows a nerve cell to
pass electric signals to another nerve cell. An axon is a thin cylindrical cell that
carries the impulse of the nerve cell. A single nerve cell has 1000 to 10,000
synapses, while 100 billion neurons are present in our brain, and every neuron
has 1000 dendrites. The processing of a biological neural network is a slow process
and the learning process is uncertain [3].
The simple biological neural network architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.
Biological neural network—Simple biological neuron architecture.

Figure 2.
ANN model.
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2.1 Model and elements of an artificial neural network
The network is observed as weighted direct graphs in which the directed edges
of corresponding weights are connected to input and output neurons. The network
receives the input in the form of a pattern and image in point (vector) form. The
inputs are mathematically assigned by the notation x(n) for “n” number of inputs.
An ANN model is shown in Figure 2.
Every input is multiplied by its corresponding weights. To solve a problem with
the network, weight is used and correspondingly weight is represented as the
strength of connections between the neurons. If the weighted sum is zero, then bias
is added to make the output not zero. Bias has the weight in which the input is
always equal to 1 [4].

3. Classification of a neural network
Neural networks are classified on the basis of patterns to determine the weights
correspondingly. The neurons are arranged in the form of layers and have the same
activation function. Neural network processing depends on the following segments:
i. Network topology
ii. Learning methods
iii. Adjustment of weights and activation functions
The networks are arranged by connecting the points or with connecting lines.
Depending on the topology of the network, it is classified as follows:
i. Single-layer feed-forward network
ii. Multilayer feed-forward network
3.1 Single-layer feed-forward network
In this network, the signals or the information move only in a forward (one)
direction from the input nodes, through the hidden nodes and to the output nodes.
A single-layer network does not require cycles or loops. The network consists of
output nodes in a single layer, while the inputs are directly fed to the outputs
through a series of interconnected weights. Every node is calculated by its sum of
the product of the weights. If the value is above threshold (above zero), then the
activated value is 1 (positive), and if the value is below threshold (below zero), then
the activated value is 1 (negative) [5]. The above network functions such that
input nodes are connected to the corresponding hidden nodes with different
weights and result in a series of output per node. It consists of multiple neurons that
are interconnected to form a single-layer network. The two layers, namely input
and output layers, are used. In the input layer, the neurons pass data from one node
to the other node and the inputs are scattered and perform no calculation. Each
input layer a1, a2, a3, … , an is linked to each neuron in the output layer through the
connection weight. Each output neuron value such as b1, b2, b3, … , bn is calculated
according to the set of input values. Based on the connection weights the values of
the output layer are varied accordingly. This type of network is widely used in
3
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applications like computer vision, speech recognition, and pattern classification
problems. A single-layer neural network is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3.
Single-layer neural network.

3.2 Multilayer neural network
A multilayer neural network is an interconnection of signals in which the
inputs and calculations flow forward from the input nodes to the output nodes.
The number of signals in a neural network is the number of layers in the network.
It consists of more layers for estimated units, and usually the connections are interdependent in the forward path. Every neuron in a single layer is interconnected
with neurons of the consequent layer. Multilayer networks use other learning algorithms such as back propagation, Hopfield, Adaline (adaptive linear neuron), etc.
In this network, if a layer is connected to the input, then the layer is a hidden layer.
The multilayer network is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4.
Multilayer neural network.
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The network consists of input layers A1, A2, … , An. To train the network
we require training layers, i.e., input layers {(a(1), b(1)) … (a(m), b(m))} of m
training sets. To train the network, the gradient descent method is one of the best
methods. This method seeks to find the minimum function in the network set.
3.3 Learning methods of a neural network
The key aspect of a neural network is the ability to learn by itself. Training or
learning methods help the neural network adapt itself by making appropriate
adjustments and good responses. To train the network according to custom needs,
there are three types of learning. Once a network has been designed for a precise
application, then the network is equipped to be trained. To begin these processes,
the initial weights are chosen randomly. Then, the training or learning process
begins with the following techniques:
i. Supervised learning
ii. Unsupervised learning
iii. Reinforcement learning
3.3.1 Supervised learning
Supervised learning is one of the learning methods in which the data, observations, and measurements are defined with predefined classes. It is similar to how a
“teacher” explains content to students. The pairing of each input vector with the
target vector determines the desired output. Training pairs mainly deal with the
input vector and the corresponding target vector. The training process takes place
when the input vector is applied, resulting in an output vector. If the actual
response differs from the target response, the network will obtain an error signal.
The corresponding error signal is used to calculate the adjustment of weights so that
both the actual and target outputs match.
A supervised algorithm in a neural network encompasses classification and
regression types for learning processes [6]. In the classification type, outputs are
confined to a finite set of data, whereas in the regression type, the output may contain
analytical data within the given limits. The best execution process for error minimization is the supervised learning algorithm. Input and output data are used to train
the mapping function of the network and are given by the following relation:
B ¼ f ðaÞ

(1)

where f(a) is the function of input a.
The aim is to provide an approximate mapping function so that new input data (a)
help to predict the output (B). The supervised learning algorithm is shown in Figure 5.
The purpose of supervised learning is to vary its weights according to the
input/output samples. After executing this network, input-to-output mapping with
minimum error has been achieved. Without proper training sets, performance is
no longer determined, while it seems stochastic in either case.
3.3.2 Unsupervised learning
Unsupervised learning is the type of machine learning function that describes
the hidden layer from the unviable data. The unviable data explain the classification
and measurements that are not included in the observations. Because of unviable
data, there can be no calculation to reach an accuracy level.
5
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Figure 5.
Supervised learning.

Unsupervised learning is utilized in self-organizing neural networks, and this
type of learning does not require a teacher to teach the network [7]. To train the
network, data sets used in the supervised model are used along with the synaptic
weights, which are assigned as:
1
Unsupervised training ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Number of input attributes

(2)

It has the ability to solve complex problems and analyze the changes that occur
in undefined data. It is widely used for preprocesses in the network of a supervised
learning algorithm. A block diagram of unsupervised learning is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6.
Unsupervised learning.

Unsupervised learning methods can be further grouped into clustering and
association problems.
Clustering is a basic method to analyze the data that occur in the network.
It spots some inherent structures present in a set of objects based on a similarity
measure. The clustering technique is based on statistical model identification or
competitive learning. It is widely used for feature extraction, vector quantization,
image segmentation, function approximation, and data mining [8]. The association
learning rule is a machine learning method to create relations between variables in
large databases, and the approach to unsupervised learning is of two types, namely:
• Anomaly detection
• Neural networks learning—Hebbian learning method
Anomaly detection is used for analyzing events and observations. The system
is broadly classified into three types such as unsupervised anomaly detection,
supervised anomaly detection, and semisupervised anomaly detection. It preprocesses the data sets and detects the faults that occur in the system.
6
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The Hebbian method is a learning rule that determines the weight of the two
different units either to increase or to decrease the weight to activate the function.
Learning is performed by varying the synaptic gap between the weights. The weight
of the vector increases gradually with respect to the input. The Hebbian rule for
updating the weight is given by:
waðnewÞ ¼ waðoldÞ þ Ca ∗ B

(3)

where wa(new) is the new weight equal to the sum of the old weight and the
learning method Ca * B.
3.3.3 Reinforcement learning
This learning is identical to supervised learning and the difference in operating
the network from its actual output for about 50%. In supervised learning, for each
output data, the simultaneous input data are known when compared to reinforcement learning. Due to the absence of a training data set, reinforcement learning
learns from its experience.
The trial and error process is designed to maximize the expected value of a
criterion of functions and actions followed by an improvement, so it is referred to as
reinforced learning. The reinforcement signal and the corresponding input patterns
depend on the previous data of the stochastic unit. Gaussian processes combine the
neural networks for model-based reinforcement learning [9]. A block diagram of
reinforcement learning is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7.
Block diagram of reinforcement learning.

3.4 Activation functions of a neural network
3.4.1 Weights
W1, W2, … , Wn are the factors of the weight that are associated with each node
to determine the quality of input row vector Y = [Y1, Y2, … , Yn]T. Every single
input is multiplied by a related weight by connecting the activation function.
Figure 8 shows the basic elements of a neural network.
3.4.2 Threshold
The internal threshold is the offset that marks the activation function of the
output node Z and is given by:
7
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Z¼

n
X
i¼1

ðX i W i Þ

θk

(4)

Threshold function may be either binary type or bipolar type, respectively.
The output of a binary threshold function is given by:
Z ¼ f ðpÞ

(5)

condition is}0}if p < 0s
condition is}1}if p ≥ 0
3.4.3 Linear activation function
Linear function fulfills the superposition concept. The activation function performs mathematical operations on a signal output, and the equation for linear
activation function is given by:
Z ¼ f ðpÞ ¼ α:p

(6)

where α is the slope of the linear activation function. The linear activation curve
is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8.
Basic elements of a neural network.

Figure 9.
Linear activation curve.
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Slope 1 is the identity function. The output Z of the identity function is equal to
the input function (p).

4. Methods of implementing a neural network
The methods of implementing a neural network are the adaline method,
back-propagation method, and radial basis method.
4.1 Adaptive linear neuron network
The Adaline model was developed by Widrow Hoff. It is a single-layer network
consisting of other nodes. The network is classified by varying the weights in such
a manner that it diminishes mean square error for every iteration. An Adaline
network is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10.
Adaline network.

Each node acquires a number of inputs and propagates a single output. The input
and output signals to the Adaline network use bipolar activation function. When
compared to other types of networks, the input and output function of the Adaline
network is linear. The weights are bounded by the input and varied accordingly to
the user’s choice. The bias in the network acts as an adjustable weight where the
activation function is always 1. The output function of the Adaline network has one
output unit and the network is a trained delta rule. This rule is otherwise known as
the least mean square rule. This type of learning rule is used to decrease the mean
squared error between the output and activation function [10]. An Adaline network
is implemented by using the three steps, which are shown in Figure 11.
i. Initialize: assume random weights to all the links that are connected to the
network.
ii. Training: initialize the input weights and arrange the known inputs in a
random sequence. Compare errors between input and output by simulating
the network. This forms an error function and by adjusting the weights,
learning function takes place. Repeat the process until the total error is less
than ⅀.
iii. Thinking: in the thinking process, the network will respond to input nodes.
Even for trained inputs, it does not provide a good result. By defining an error
9
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Figure 11.
Steps—Adaline network.

function, it measures the performance in terms of weights. The derivative of
the function with respect to weights is obtained by varying the weights, and
error in the system is decreased. A block diagram of an Adaline network is
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12.
Block diagram of an Adaline network.

The input to the neural network is represented as A.
A = [1 A1, A2, … , Am], whereas 1 = A0 = bias.
W = [W0, W1, W2, … , Wm] represents the weight in the network.
Initially, weights are chosen in a random manner. The value of 1 and 1 is taken.
The weighted sum of input neurons, including a bias term, is calculated by comparing with output neurons. Based on the delta rule, the weights are adjusted. The
output equation for the network is given by:
C¼

n
X
k¼1

a k wk þ α

(7)

where a is the input vector, w is the weight of the vector, n is the number of
inputs, α is a constant, and C is the output vector.
By assuming a0 = 1 and w0 = α, the output equation is further minimized to:
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C¼

n
X

(8)

ak wk

k¼0

4.1.1 Adaline learning algorithm
The learning algorithm of a network is a delta rule but its base is different. To
reduce variation between the input and output, the delta rule is preferred and
improves the weight between the connections. The main objective is to reduce error
that occurs in overall training networks [11, 12]. The updated weight in the network
is given by the following equation:
w

w þ δðt

(9)

CÞa

where δ is the learning rate of the network, C is the model output, and t is the
desired target output.
The Adaline network merges with the least square error and the equation is
given by:
E ¼ ðt

kÞ2

(10)

where E is the least mean square error.
According to the input response, the system is activated and training is started.
Consider Y as an input and W is the weight. Let us assume xnþ1 ¼ 1 and xnþ1 as the
bias weight. Therefore, the weighted sum “S” is a dot product of the function given
in the equation:
S ¼ W:Y ¼

X
wi y i

(11)

i

The identity function of the network is chosen as I ¼ S and considered as an
activation function. The squared error E ¼ ðO IÞ2 is the error function. The
network defines error function and determines performance of input, weight, and
desired output. Adaline networks are used in net input values and noise correction.
The following are the steps for learning the Adaline algorithm:
Step 1: Assume the synaptic weight values in the range from
Step 2: Set activation functions of the input units:

1 to +1.

A0 ¼ 1 and Ai ¼ Sði ¼ 1, 2, 3, … , nÞ
Step 3: Compute the net input to the neuron as:
S ¼ W:Y ¼

X
wi y i
i

Step 4: Update the corresponding bias and weights:


W 0 ðNewÞ ¼ W 0 ðOldÞ þ α t yin


W 1 ðNewÞ ¼ W i ðOldÞ þ α t yin xi

(12)
(13)

where i = 1, 2, 3, … , n.
Step 5: If the following conditions are satisfied, then the network is stopped
or else:
11
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The steps from the initial conditions are repeated.
Adaline network example:
By using an Adaline network, train the AND, NOT gate function with bipolar
inputs and targets performs one epoch of training. The input values are given as:
X1

X2

1

1

1

t
1

1

1

Solution:
The initial weights are taken to be W1 = 0.1, W2 = 0.2, b = 0.4, learning rate
α = 0.6.
The weights are calculated until the least mean square is obtained.
First input:
X1 = 1; X2 = 1; t = 1; b = 0.4; W1 = o.1; W2 = 0.2; α = 0.6.
Yin = b + W1X1 + W2X2 = 0.7.
(t – Yin) = 1.7 not equal to zero, then update the weights,
W1 (New) = W1 (Old) + α(t – Yin)X1 = 0.42.
W2 (New) = W1 (Old) + α(t – Yin)X2 = 0.82.
b (New) = b (Old) + α(t – Yin) = 0.62.
ΔW1 = α(t – Yin)X1 = 0.102; ΔW2 = α(t – Yin)X2 = 0.204;
Δb = α(t – Yin) = 1.02.
To compute the error, E = (t – Yin)2 = 2.89.
Similarly, for the second input:
X1 = 1; X2 = 1; t = 1; W1 = o.41; W2 = 0.82; b = 0.62.
Yin = b + W1X1 + W2X2 = 0.24.
(t – Yin) = 1.24 not equal to zero.
Update the weights:
W1 (New) = W1 (Old) + α(t – Yin)X1 = 0.324.
W2 (New) = W1 (Old) + α(t – Yin)X2 = 1.564.
b (New) = b (Old) + α(t – Yin) = 0.124; E = (t – Yin)2 = 1.5376.
Epoch 1: For the first input, Yin = b + W1X1 + W2X2 = 1.116.
(t – Yin) = 0.116; update the weights W1 (New) = W1 (Old) + α(t – Yin)
X1 = 0.3936.
W2 (New) = W1 (Old) + α(t – Yin)X2 = 1.4944; b (New) = b (Old) +
α(t – Yin) = 0.1936; E = (t – Yin)2 = 0.01345; ΔW1 = α(t – Yin)X1 = 0.0696.
ΔW2 = α(t – Yin)X2 = 0.0696; Δb = α(t – Yin) = 0.0696.
So now the error for two inputs varies from 2.89 to 0.013435.
Mean error = 2.89 + 0.01345 = 3.0245.
4.2 Back-propagation network
A back-propagation network is a common method of training a neural network.
The training method is used for a multilayer neural network. The network consists
of processing elements with continuous differentiable activation function. In this
network, a gradient descent method is used for minimizing the total squared error
of the network. Training the network of a given set of input/output pairs is identified and the network has a procedure for changing the weights to classify given
input patterns correctly. This is the network where the error is propagated back to
the hidden unit [13]. A back-propagation network is a sensitive approach for
12
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dividing the contribution to each weight. The two differences between updating the
rule are as follows:
i. Activation of the hidden unit/neurons is used instead of activation of the
input value or input neuron.
ii. The rule contains a gradient descent for the activation function to operate.
The back-propagation network is the reformation of the least mean square
algorithm and varies the network weights to minimize mean squared error between
the actual and desired outputs of the network. The network is trained and exerted
using training samples of respective inputs and desired outputs are fetched. The
algorithm consists of input and output layers to vary weights and analyze the
arrangements of input in an acceptable manner. This algorithm takes a unique set
compared to other techniques—during the learning period itself the weights are
calculated [14]. The error signal is calculated by taking the difference between the
calculated and target output. The result is measured in the output layer.
In the back-propagation network, the testing of data is implemented in the feedforward path. While executing the network, it has the ability to operate in other
hidden layers and is more efficient than operating with one hidden layer. The
training process requires further time to train the network but the net result of the
network during the training process produces a better result. The network is
disintegrated into three categories, namely: (i) computation of the feed-forward
network, (ii) back propagation to the output and hidden layer, and (iii) updating of
weights. The algorithm will be terminated as the error value approaches a negligible
numerical value.
The feed-forward computation network undergoes two processes. The first process receives the values of the hidden layer nodes, and in the second process the
value from the hidden layer is used to compute the values of the output layer. Once
the hidden layer values are determined, the network produces values from the
hidden layer to the output layer. The hidden layer is observed once when the error
from the output layer is propagated to the hidden layer. Weights are updated only if
all the errors in the network are calculated. Further iterations help the network to
train and produce a good training result. Block diagram of back propagation
network is shown in Figure 13.
To calculate the derivative function for the squared error with respect to the
weights of the network, the gradient descent method is used in the backpropagation network. The squared error function is defined by:
1
E ¼ ðt
2

cÞ2

(14)

where E is the squared error, t is the target output for a given sample, and c is the
actual output of the output neuron.
The constant (1/2) is included, while the differentiating constant is canceled. A
limitation of using the back-propagation algorithm is that the input vectors are not
normalized and because of that, its performance is not improved. The network
identifies only the local minimum values not the global minimum function to
determine the errors.
There are two types of back-propagation networks, namely static and recurrent
neural networks. The static network produces a mapping of static input for static
output. It helps to solve static classification issues like optical character recognition.
The recurrent type is a feed-forward network, until a fixed value is obtained.
13
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Figure 13.
Block diagram–Back propagation network.

The error is computed and propagated backward. Mapping of the recurrent
network is nonstatic.
4.2.1 Learning process of the back-propagation network
Each neuron is composed of two units. The primary unit sums the product of
weight coefficients and input signals. The secondary unit realizes the nonlinear
function, in which the neurons are transferred to the activation function. Signal e is
the adder output signal, and Y = F(e) is the output signal of the nonlinear element.
Signal y is also the output signal of the neuron. Figure 14 shows the learning process
of the network.

Figure 14.
Learning process of the back-propagation network.

A training data set is required to instruct the neural network. The training data
set consists of input signals (X1 and X2) assigned to corresponding target output.
The training network is an iterative process, and for each iteration, weight coefficients of nodes are changed using new data from the training data set. Each training
14
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step starts by forcing both input signals from the training set. It is possible to
determine the output signal values for each neuron in every network layer.
Training steps of the back-propagation algorithm:
Step 1: The network of random weights is initialized.
Step 2: The training process takes place using the following steps:
i. Initially, training values are given as input to network and calculate the
output of the network.
ii. The training process (i.e., starting with the output layer, back to the
input layer):
a. Compares the network output with the correct output (an error
function).
b. Adapts the weights in the current layer.
Step 3: By using the gradient descent method, the error is minimized.
Step 4: The propagating delta rule is used to adjust the error backward from the
output to the hidden layer to the inputs. The back-propagation network is shown in
Figure 15.

Figure 15.
Layer of back-propagation network.

Back-propagation neural network example problem:
By using the back-propagation network, train the input vectors for the following
functions: X1 = 0.15; X2 = 0.10; b1 = 0.45; b2 = 0.80; t1 = 0.10; t2 = 0.85. The example
of back propagation network is shown in Figure 16.
Solution:
Initialize the weights as W1 = 0.35; W2 = 0.50; W3 = 0.75; W4 = 1.25; W5 = 0.80;
W6 = 0.56; W7 = 0.45; W8 = 0.56.
Activation function, H1 ¼ 1þe1 H1:
Forward pass:
H1 = b1 + W1X1 + W2X2 = 0.55215
Out H1 ¼ 1þe1 H1 = 0.6346
H2 = b1 + W3X1 + W4X2 = 0.6875
Out H2 ¼ 1þe1 H2 = 0.66541
Now, for calculating Y1:
Y1 = Out H1 * W5 + Out H2 * W6 + b2 = 1.6803096
Out Y 1 ¼ 1þe1 y1 = 0.842945
In the same way:
Y1 = Out H2 * W8 + Out H1 * W7 + b2 = 1.45819
15
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Out Y 2 ¼ 1þe1 y2 = 0.811255
Calculating total error:
ETotal = ⅀ 21 ðTarget OutputÞ2 = 21 ðT 1 Out Y 1 Þ2 þ 21 ðT 2
Backward pass:
To update weights, consider W5
ΔETotal
ΔOutY1
ΔY 1
Total
Error at W 5 ¼ ΔE
ΔW5 = ΔOutY1 * ΔY 1 * ΔW 5 = 0.07035

Out Y 2 Þ2 = 0.27665

Total
Updating W5, W5 = W5 – Ƞ * ΔE
ΔW 5
Ƞ is the learning rate = 0.1; W5 = 0.7929
In the same way, calculations are done for updating the weights for W6, W7, and
W8. In a similar manner, the weights are updated for W1, W2, W3, and W4 by using
hidden layers in the network.
Advantages of the back-propagation network:

i. The network is fast, simple, and programming code is easy when compared to
other networks. It supports high-speed applications.
ii. It does not require any parameters to tune except for the number of inputs,
and the network does not require prior knowledge to implement.
Disadvantages of the back-propagation network:
i. The network consumes more time for training and is stuck in local minima
resulting in suboptimal solutions.
ii. A broad amount of input and output data is required, so there exists a
complexity when solving a problem. The network is quite sensitive for noisy
data.
iii. A major drawback occurs in a single-layer signal and the network cannot
learn the process. It approximates nonlinear separable tasks and functions.

Figure 16.
Back-propagation network.
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Applications of the back-propagation network:
The network is especially useful for machine learning processes, face recognition
systems, image or speech recognition, classification, function approximation, time
series prediction, etc.
4.3 Radial basis function
The radial basis function is a three-layer feed-forward neural network. The
transfer function of the hidden layer is the radial basis function. It is derived from
function approximation theory. In a neural network, the radial basis function is
modeled by the narrow-tuned feedback that is viewed in biological neurons [15].
This type of tuned response is found in several parts of nervous systems. In a feedforward network, one hidden layer is required for the design of simple structures of
lower computational cost. A radial basis network is a nonlinear type that makes the
bias function change. The network is used to create regression-type problems.
The radial basis function is composed of three layers, namely input layer, hidden
layer, and output layer. The sigmoid type of activation function is not used as in the
case of the back-propagation algorithm, whereas the radial basis network uses
Gaussian function as an activation function. The input layer consists of neurons
with a linear activation function given to the hidden layer. The connection between
input and hidden layers is not observed, which means that input neurons received
from each hidden neuron remain the same in the network [16]. The Gaussian
activation function is determined by:
FðdÞ ¼ exp



d2 =μ2



(15)

where μ is the real parameter value and d is the distance between the input and
intermediate vector (the distance is usually measured in terms of Euclidean norm).
Consider the input vector for a period of “m” time denoted by:


Y ðmÞ ¼ y1 ðmÞ, y2 ðmÞ, y3 ðmÞ … ::yn ðmÞ T

(16)

The intermediate vector for each hidden neuron is denoted by Bi (for i = 1, 2, 3,
..., k), where “k” is the number of neurons in the hidden layer. The output of each
neuron in the radial basis function is given by:
hi ðnÞ ¼ Fi ðǁ Y ðmÞ

Bi ǁÞ, for i ¼ 1, 2, … , k

(17)

Operation of the radial basis network is based on a least mean square algorithm
and the local minima values are used for training the neural network. The training
process requires a longer computation time but the learning period is less in the
network [17]. Schematic representation of the radial basis network is shown in
Figure 17.
Every neuron in the radial basis function stores a sample vector from the training set. The neuron in the network compares the input vector with its sample
vector, and outputs a value between 0 and 1. If the input is equal to the sample
vector, then the output of that neuron will be 1. The neuron’s response value is
called the activation value.
Every neuron in the radial basis function computes a measure of the similarity
between input and sample vector. The values are obtained from the training set.
Input vectors are similar to sample vectors and return a value closer to 1. There are
different possible choices of similarity functions, but the most popular is based on
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Figure 17.
Radial basis network.

the Gaussian function. The equation for a Gaussian function with a one-dimensional
input is given by:
1
FðxÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ e
σ 2П

ðx μÞ2
2σ2

(18)

where x is the input, μ is the mean, and σ is the standard deviation.
Training steps of the radial basis function:
Step 1: Initialize the input vector Y from the obtained training set.
Step 2: Determine the output of the hidden layer.
Step 3: Compute the output Z and compare with the desired value. Adjust each
weight W accordingly:

Z ¼ W ij ðn þ 1Þ ¼ W ij ðnÞ þ η yj


zj yi

(19)

Step 4: Repeat the steps from 1 to 3 for each vector in the training set.
Step 5: Repeat the steps from 1 to 4 unless the error is smaller than the maximum
acceptable limit.
Applications of the radial basis function:
Applications of the radial basis function are function approximation type,
classification, interpolation, and time series prediction. These applications provide
various industrial uses like stock price prediction, fraud detection in financial
transactions, and anomaly detection of data.

5. Conclusion
This chapter encompassed the learning algorithms of neural networks such as
adaline, back-propagation, and the radial basis network. Of all the learning
methods, the back-propagation network is effective in training because of its
mature back-propagating mechanism. The training process of the radial basis function is rapid and almost matches the ability of the back-propagation network. The
radial basis function is a good substitute for the back-propagation network. When
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the selected features are clear enough, then the back-propagation network produces
satisfactory results. The study of neural network has been slow, but now computers
have better processing power. The back-propagation network effectively solves the
exclusive-OR problem.
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